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Thank you, Mr Chairman. The World Conference Against Racism was intended to be a significant 
turning point in the international battle against racism, with priority turning away from standard-
setting and towards the actions to eliminate racism around the world. 

It is important, therefore, that this item be included in the WGÍP agenda but it is disappointing that 
there is only limited discussion. 

Last year we said that States and Indigenous Peoples should not only address the seventeen 
recommendations in the Durban Declaration and Programme of Action but look to all 
recommendations for important strategies. 

We recommended that an international conference be held at the end of the international Decade of 
the World's Indigenous Peoples to highlight the Decade and its achievements and to consider the 
Durban Declaration. Little opportunity now exists for Indigenous Peoples to mark the end of the 
Decade in a significant way. 

We also recommended that UNESCO and UNICEF assist States to develop plans of actions to 
reduce racial stereotyping through the media and other institutions, and gave emphasis to 
Recommendations 117. 123 and 124. These recommendations concerned anti-racism campaigns in 
the media and education to promote respect for the histories and cultures of Indigenous Peoples, 
and sought safe school environments, free from harassment and violence, for Indigenous children. 

Mr Chairman, it may be possible for the Permanent Forum on Indigenous Issues to pursue these 
recommendations, through its consideration of various UN agencies and programs, but it is also 
important that the WGIP provide input to the Sub-Commission and Commission on Human Rights 
that jan be considered along with their agendas on racism. 
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We note that this year, in the Commission on Human Rights, some governments, such as Chile and 
Norway, provided reports on the follow-up to the Durban Declaration and Indigenous Peoples. 
Also we note that the Commission received reports from the Intergovernmental Working Group on 
the Effective Implementation of the Durban Declaration. 

That Working Group provided 27 recommendations after considering the thematic topics of 
education and poverty, but, although having discussion on Indigenous Peoples, did not make any 
specific reference to Indigenous peoples in the recommendations. 

In fact, the acting High Commissioner on Human Rights identified that the Draft Declaration on the 
rights of Indigenous Peoples was a key instrument in the combat of racial discrimination against 
Indigenous Peoples. 

Mr Chairman, we note that there are not many speakers listed under this agenda item, and that there 
are no documents to consider. Considering these factors it would seem that the WGIP should no 
longer consider the Durban Declaration and those interested Indigenous Peoples should participate 
in the Intergovernmental Working Group. 

We do not have that view. It is not possible for our organisations to attend every thematic meeting 
in the human rights system, and we must be able to contribute through this structure. We suggest 
that Indigenous participants at this Working Group should consider whether their interventions 
might be made under this topic, with practical consideration of the components of the Durban 
Declaration and Programme of Action. 

We also ask whether the Working Group can facilitate some sharing or cross-communication with 
the Intergovernmental Working Group, and other relevant bodies, so that we might be able to 
consider their discussions and recommendations and perhaps contribute their agendas. 

Thank you. Mr Chairman 


